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Nakumatt projects a 34 per
cent sales rise in December
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The parabolic
rebound of
Vladimir Putin

S

o much has happened in 2016, from the Brexit vote to
President-elect Trump, and it certainly feels like we have
entered a new normal. One common theme is a parabolic
Putin rebound. At this moment, President Putin has Fortress
Europe surrounded. The intellectual father of the new Zeitgeist
that propelled Brexit, Le Pen, the Five Star movement in Italy,
Gert Wilders in the Netherlands, is Vladimir Putin.
In the Middle East, it is Putin who is calling the shots in
Aleppo, and in a quite delicious irony it looks like he has
pocketed Opec as well.
However, my starting point is the election of President
Donald Trump because hindsight will surely show that Russia
ran a seriously sophisticated programme of interference,
mostly digital. Don DeLillo, who is a prophetic 21st writer,
writes as follows in one of his short stories:
The specialist is monitoring data on his mission console
when a voice breaks in, “a voice that carried with it a strange
and unspecifiable poignancy”.
He checks in with his flight-dynamics and conceptualparadigm officers at Colorado Command:
“We have a deviate, Tomahawk.”
“We copy. There’s a voice.”
“We have gross oscillation here.”
“There’s some interference. I have gone redundant but I’m
not sure it’s helping.”
“We are clearing an outframe to locate source.”
“Thank you, Colorado.”
“It is probably just selective noise. You are negative red on
the step-function quad.”
“It was a voice,” I told them.
“We have just received an affirm on selective noise... We
will correct, Tomahawk. In the meantime, advise you to stay
redundant.”
The voice, in contrast to Colorado’s metallic pidgin, is a
melange of repartee, laughter, and song, with a “quality of
purest, sweetest sadness”.
“Somehow we are picking up signals from radio
programmes of 40, 50, 60 years ago.”
I have no doubt that Putin ran a seriously 21st predominantly
digital programme of interference which amplified the Trump
candidacy. POTUS Trump was an ideal candidate for this kind
of support.
Trump is a linguistic warfare specialist. Look at the names
he gave his opponents: Crooked Hillary, Lyin’ Ted, Little Marco,
‘Low-energy’ Jeb — were devastating and terminal. The first
thing is plausible deniability (and some folks here at home need
to remember those words).
The second thing is non-linearity, you have to learn how
to navigate a linear system (the new 21st digital ecosystem)
in a non-linear way. When you launch a social media
campaign where a 100 bots repeat the same thing verbatim,
like Mombasa did last week, then your very linearity is a
monumental ‘’look its me’’ sign.
Beppe Grillo, the comic turned leader of the Five Star
movement in Italy said: This is the deflagration of an epoch. It’s
the apocalypse of this information system, of the TVs, of the
big newspapers, of the intellectuals, of the journalists.”
He is right, traditional media has been disrupted and the
insurgents can broadcast live and over the top. From feeding
the hot-house conspiracy frenzy on line (‘’a constant state
of destabilised perception’’), timely and judicious doses of
Wikileaks leaks which drained Hillary’s bona fides and her
turn-out and motivated Trump’s, what we have witnessed is
something remarkable and noteworthy.
Putin has proven himself an information master, and his
adversaries are his information victims.
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Edith Onyango, a customer, and LG general manager marketing Moses Marji
during the launch of the new 4K OLED TV in Kenya on Thursday /COURTESY

Regional retailer, Nakumatt Holdings, is projecting a
significantly good trading period this festive season. Based
on the firm’s internal economic projections and prevailing
conditions, Nakumatt said it targets increased sales by up to 34
per cent through to January next year. Managing director Atul
Shah said the festive season, which traditionally kicks off with
Diwali festivities, is on to a good start with increased customer
footfall at a majority of its 62 branches across East Africa.
“Even as we undertake business reforms through the season,
we are anticipating a more than 34 per cent growth drawn from
the higher sales rate,” Shah said. The season has come as a
relief for the giant retailer which in October, said it was facing
cashflow problems that had affected operations and unsettled
suppliers.
Cereal Millers
Association
chairman Nick
Hutchinson at a
press briefing in
Nairobi on June
22 /ENOS TECHE

DOUBLE STANDARDS

Millers protest TZ’s
tax-free wheat flour
We need equal treatment. We can only do this by making sure
duty is paid on Tanzania wheat flour, says Nick Hutchinson
WEITERE MWITA
@MwitaMartin

Kenyan millers have questioned the
application of the East Africa Community tax regime by the authorities
which allow wheat from Tanzania to
enter Kenya market tax free.
The millers have accused Kenya officials at the borders of letting zero-rated
wheat from Tanzania enter the country, yet Kenyans pay up to 50 per cent
duties when exporting their products
to East Africa.
“If we export to other countries we
pay taxes, but Tanzanians are bringing
in zero-rated wheat products. We have
at least 10 trucks from Tanzania everyday,” a miller who requested anonymity told the Star.
Cereal Millers Association chairman
Nick Hutchinson yesterday said Tanzania imports its wheat, hence should
not enjoy tax incentives under the East
Africa Community Customs Union
(rule of origin), which gives prefer-

ential treatment to locally produced
goods.
“We need equal treatment. We can
only do this by making sure duty is
paid on Tanzania wheat flour. Informal imports brought in through the
borders are affecting Mombasa and
Nairobi,” Hutchinson said in a telephone interview.
He said Kenyan millers are supporting local farmers by buying 10 per cent
of their stocks locally. This has made
Kenyan products more expensive giving Tanzania an edge over Kenya.
“In Tanzania everything is imported so their costs are low compared to
Kenyan millers. We would like to see
Tanzania pay duty to Kenya. We pay
taxes when taking our products to
Uganda and other countries,” he said.
The Kenya-Tanzania borders of
Namanga, Loitokitok, Lunga Lunga
and Isibania (Sirare) have been named
the notorious cross points in the trade.
“The wheat flour from Tanzania is
brought in sacks and sold directly to
bakers,” Hutchinson said.
The move, the Kenyan millers say,

is likely to render the Kenyan mills
redundant if a level playing ground is
not created.
A 50-kilo bag of wheat flour from
Tanzania is sold at an average Sh2,400
in Mombasa.
Under the EAC customs union rule
of origin 2015, goods shall be accepted
as originating in a partner state where
the goods are wholly produced in the
partner state.
Kenyan wheat exports to Tanzania,
classified under HS Code 1101.00.00,
attract 50 per cent import duty.
EAC rules of origin are still not applicable to wheat flour due to the difference in duty rates across the region.
The Kenya Association of Manufacturers CEO Phyllis Wakiaga said
though the 2015 rules are better than
the older regime, there are still loopholes. “In some cases rules have been
used as NTB (Non-Tarif Barriers),” Wakiaga said.
Kenyan 42 millers pay 10 per cent
duty on imported wheat. “Our neighbours are taking advantage of the price
difference,” Hutchinson said.
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